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A pyramid of gold 

There's a tale about gold in the pyramid 
I am so deep inside, maybe you're ... around 
Just like our has awaited to be found 
Like the gold in the pyramid 
There's a tale about gold in the pyramid 
I am so deep inside, maybe you're ... around 
Just like our has awaited to be found 
Like the gold in the pyramid 

Come with me, you wanna trip the trance 
Dance along, will bring your head 
The way to the future, the world as gold, 
........................... 
...... secrets, take the time 
My snake Masiah hit .............. 
Let me know and then believe 
Love is the future, love is the key 
And ain't the..... love ........ pain... chain 
The more you grow up, the more you gain 
Just gotta have the strenght to carry on 
Only the weakest fall, ............. go on 
........ is the power ......... the heart the key 
............................... me 
Move on, then you gotta have a home 
Remember the pyramid of gold. 

Oh wait around, .... down 
....... been , way to win 
Till the end up forever together and stay 
The age of ........ break 
Now the time that just can't wait 
Fly away, you don't need no jet 
Just go away with me, and see the ......... miss 
There is sand, there is sun 
There is gold, there is fun 
No matter where you go, the power protects the
pyramid of gold 
And if you need to know the truth 
That ...... the first ........ comes you 
Just to make it clear to see 
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